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What is advocacy?

How is it important for your work and building the community you serve?

How is advocacy done?

Who are the players?
Foreword

The California Endowment places a strong emphasis on policy change activities, including advocacy, with the belief that policy change is necessary to make meaningful and lasting improvement in the health of Californians. Although no single policy or system change will achieve the ultimate goal of a healthier California, The Endowment firmly believes that everyone has a role to play and that all organizations can participate in the advocacy process.

To that end, The Endowment’s Public Policy Department and the Center for Healthy Communities have developed *Advocating for Change* as part of the Center’s Health ExChange Academy. Designed to provide you with the fundamentals of advocacy and the tools to put that knowledge into practice, *Advocating for Change* is the first in a series of trainings to help staff at nonprofit organizations become more effective leaders in improving community health.

Special thanks are due to Harry Snyder, an advocate well-known for his prior work at Consumers Union, for writing this manual. The training program itself was developed by Harry and the team at the National Community Development Institute: Omowale Satterwhite, Shiree Teng and Diana Lee.

It is our hope that this manual and training will help you in your work in advocating for improved health outcomes in California’s most underserved communities.

Sincerely,

Robert K. Ross, M.D.
President and Chief Executive Officer
The California Endowment
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Health Policy Advocacy
An Introduction

This manual will help grantees of The California Endowment and others understand advocacy, the world of health policy advocacy, how advocacy is done, and what part each person can play. Health policy consists of the rules governing health issues, for example, requirements for culturally and linguistically appropriate health services, worker safety practices, or limits on air pollution. These rules or public policies decide how a diverse population receives appropriate health care, what worker safety protections will be required, and how much pollution can be released into the air. Policy change is a shift in the rules that allows for new ways of doing things, such as more culturally and linguistically appropriate health services, stronger measures to prevent repetitive stress injuries, or stricter standards for release of pollutants. Advocacy is a way to change both the health policy rules and resource allocation decisions of government and private institutions.

In order to bring about better health, it is important that people who are working to improve the health of California residents know the processes for changing the policies and practices of government and private institutions. Service providers, whether they are caseworkers, public health educators or clinicians, know firsthand the roadblocks to delivering those services. They are in a strategic position to identify problems, to understand the ways that will work to solve the problems, and to engage their clients and constituents in the process. Researchers and health policy specialists also have concrete ideas about how to improve health. Those with hands-on experience and other expertise bring credibility, enthusiasm and commitment to the process of improving and protecting health in California. The California Endowment wants the people and organizations that are affected by and understand health problems to have the tools to solve them. Understanding health policy and health policy advocacy is the first step to gaining those tools.

Advocacy projects to improve any aspect of health can have the added benefit of building the capacity of communities to move their own agendas. These projects can include low-cost housing, more and better jobs, a cleaner environment, or safer streets—all of which can contribute to improving community health. Building community capacity to

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.”

— Margaret Mead
effect change should be built into every advocacy campaign, both to strengthen the campaign and to consciously build skills for the future.

Advocacy can be done in many ways, including: seeking changes in government agency policy or practice, working with private businesses or health care institutions, changing laws, introducing ballot initiatives, taking direct group action, and, when necessary, litigation. Often, one or more of these strategies is used to bring about better health or to protect what is now working effectively. The same four steps to make change happen are used in every place where health policy decisions are made. However and wherever health advocacy work is done, you will need to complete these steps:

1. Get the facts.

2. Organize support.

3. Define the problem and make your plan.

4. Communicate a clear and compelling story of what is wrong and what should be done.

These pages explain the basic steps involved if you become part of an advocacy campaign for better health. The References section at the end of this manual provides resources for additional, in-depth guidance. These sources include information for the sustained course of action needed to remedy serious problems inherent in an advocacy campaign. Changing health policy is hard work and can take time, but it is essential for improving your community’s health. Examples of prior campaigns are used throughout the manual to demonstrate how the work is actually done; they show the concrete results and improvements in health that advocacy can bring about.
Advocacy Works on Many Levels

For some time, consumer and nutrition advocates argued that McDonald’s and Kraft Foods produced and marketed products that are contributing to the growing obesity in the nation. Advocates engaged in a variety of strategies beginning with publicizing research data and analysis highlighting the negative aspects of the companies’ practices and products. Lawsuits were threatened and in some cases filed. Public protests and demonstrations were held. New government laws and regulations were discussed and introduced. Advocates wrote to and met with company executives. All of these advocacy strategies, which were carried out in various places where decisions are made (including administrative agencies and the legislature), were rebuffed by the companies and met with denials and excuses. But with an accumulation of pressure, both McDonald’s and Kraft felt the need to announce their intentions to alter their policies, reconstitute their products, and change their marketing practices aimed at children. Each one of the advocacy efforts contributed to changing policies at Kraft and McDonald’s, which will lead to better health.

HOW CAN YOU BE AN ADVOCATE?

The skills that already make you successful—knowing what is important to your work, working with others, planning your efforts and communicating what needs to happen—are the same skills used for advocacy. People and organizations providing health services often work to change the rules so they can serve people more effectively or serve more people. Researchers and health policy analysts identify causes and potential solutions to save lives, reduce disease or make health care more efficient. Many people do not recognize that they are already advocates when they work to improve the delivery of health care or to get more money for a budget.

Each person and organization uses their own style to advocate. They use the style they are comfortable with and that has been effective for them in their work. You don’t need to go to court or hold a demonstration to be advocating, and you don’t need to be a “health policy advocate” to advocate. Advocacy is working on behalf of others to make systems better or to protect what is now working. To be effective, advocacy involves a broad range of people with different skills and commitment of time, from academics to community activists.

It is important to understand that changing the policies of public and private institutions can help solve health-related problems. It is also important to know how those changes are influenced and what your role can be in helping to bring about improvements in health through advocacy. The California Endowment is committed to helping grantees and others in the essential work of improving local, state, federal, as well as corporate policies affecting health.
Restrictions on Legislative Advocacy

Lobbying has come to mean trying to convince someone to do something, such as lobbying a friend to go to your favorite restaurant or lobbying the mayor to open a health clinic in your community.

However, the federal Internal Revenue Service defines lobbying very specifically. Although lobbying is an important component of most advocacy campaigns, advocacy encompasses a much broader range of activities. Any advocacy effort that does not meet the IRS definition is not considered lobbying.

There are two kinds of lobbying: direct and grassroots. Direct lobbying has three elements and is defined as
1) a communication with a legislator
2) about a specific piece of legislation
3) that expresses a view on that legislation.

Grassroots lobbying is a communication with the general public that seeks to influence them to take action by including a specific “call to action,” such as asking people to write their legislators. The communication must also be about a specific piece of legislation and express a view on that legislation.

The IRS sets limits on the amount of money that may be spent on lobbying by a 501(c)(3) organization that has made the “501(h) election” (see References p. 45 for Alliance for Justice). However, it is important to understand that these limits do not apply to non-lobbying health advocacy such as educating an elected official about an important health issue, working on an administrative regulation or organizing community support.

It is also important to understand that the IRS regulations are not intended to prevent legislative advocacy or lobbying by nonprofit organizations, although private foundations are prohibited from lobbying or designating grant funding for lobbying purposes. According to the Alliance for Justice, “Congress has stated that influencing legislation is an appropriate and legitimate activity for charitable organizations. In 1976, it passed legislation giving public charities the right to lobby up to defined percentages of their annual expenditures.”

Know the rules. For more information on how 501(c)(3) organizations can advocate and lobby effectively, see Alliance for Justice’s Worry-Free Lobbying for Nonprofits, which describes how nonprofit groups can lobby within the IRS regulations.
AN ADVOCACY TEMPLATE

This Template is an overview of the two major parts of the world of health policy advocacy described in this manual: Advocacy Steps to Make Change Happen and Advocacy Places Where Decisions Are Made. The illustration Advocacy World on this page provides a way to visualize all the parts of any advocacy campaign and how they work together. The sections that follow discuss the four Advocacy Steps to Make Change Happen essential to any advocacy campaign and the Advocacy Places Where Decisions Are Made in which the steps are used. Almost every campaign to change health policy will require: 1) knowing the facts, 2) getting others involved, 3) making a plan, and 4) communicating with others about the problem and how and why it needs to be solved. These four key Advocacy Steps to Make Change Happen are necessary for any effort to change policy. This is true whether you go to court or to the legislature, or choose another Place Where Decisions Are Made for your campaign to improve health. Examining the Considerations and Pluses and Minuses described in Advocacy Places Where Decisions Are Made will help you decide which way of working is the best strategy for your campaign.

Advocacy World
To change health care you need to be able to show there is a problem with the current situation—for example, lack of coverage or cure, lack of services, or lack of information.

Defining the problem requires getting and understanding the facts. Finding out what is wrong and analyzing why there is a problem also helps you identify potential solutions. To improve health care you will be asking the public, the media and decision makers to rely on what you say and then to take the action you recommend for solving the problem. Your credibility will be on the line and with it your ability to be effective. You must know all you possibly can about the situation you want to change, including viewpoints on all sides of the issue, in order to give a complete and accurate picture.

Getting the facts and analysis you need is usually pretty straightforward. You will probably already have much of the basic information you need, as well as the contacts and connections to obtain additional information and help. You can rely on the skills and experience you are using effectively now to do the additional research and fact finding. To start your work, you will need to present clear answers to the following questions.

- Who is being hurt and/or what needs to be corrected?
- How are they being hurt? How can you describe the problem? For example, is the problem lack of coverage, information, or culturally appropriate care; no money for prescriptions; no transportation to health care; or an unhealthy environment?
- How serious and/or widespread is the problem?
- If left unaddressed, will the problem get better or worse?
- If worse, how so?
- Why does the issue matter?
- How has the community been affected?
To design an effective campaign strategy, you should know the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt; If the problem is long-standing, why has it not been resolved?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; What agencies or organizations are responsible?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; What laws or rules apply?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; What reasons are used to explain the situation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; Who knows about the problem?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; Who thinks there is a problem?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; Who thinks there is no problem?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; What are the solutions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; What are the politics of the situation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; Who benefits?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; What actions, if any, have been taken?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; What reports or news accounts have there been?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; What has happened in other areas? Have workable solutions been found?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Getting a government agency to gather the needed facts and do other research is often the first effort in an advocacy campaign. Community groups build their case by using government data and reports to add to the information they gather from the community and other resources. The thoroughness of your presentation of the facts, including showing that people are being harmed, along with your analysis of the problem, will influence the public, the media and the way officials respond to your request for change. Being able to describe specific solutions makes your case even stronger.

**Getting the Facts on Lead**

In 1992, PODER, a grassroots group organizing families for environmental and economic justice in the Mission District of San Francisco, realized that many children were suffering from lead poisoning. They did research and found studies that showed lead-based paints were often the cause of lead poisoning in children and that many homes in the Mission District were older and contained lead-based paint. Using this information, along with other data and local surveys, they were successful in getting a Comprehensive Environmental Lead Poisoning Prevention law and program for all of San Francisco.
Where to Find the Information

There are dozens of information sources with answers to the previous questions.

Books, Newspapers and Periodicals
Read the available literature on the problem and its history, not only to know everything you can, but also to identify those who may be helpful and those who may be part of the problem.

The Internet
A search of the World Wide Web may uncover information about your problem and provide links to organizations on the same issue in other sites.

Government Reports and Documents
Your efforts will gain credibility if they are supported by information from government sources. A credible campaign makes it difficult for others to deny that a problem exists. You may have to file a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) or Public Records Act request to get the materials you need (see References pp. 42 and 48).

Organizations and Individuals
It is extremely important to learn the views of other organizations and individuals interested in health issues. You’ll want to confer with like-minded individuals and organizations not only to get the benefit of their experience but also to enlist their support. You should also explore the positions of potential opponents, not only to better understand their perspectives but also to help you incorporate effective arguments against their positions into your action and your media materials (see References pp. 44 and 45).
Academic Sources
Schools of public health and other academic institutions can provide a great deal of unbiased research and analysis to help you clarify a problem and identify solutions. These and other organizations are not ivory towers, but practical resources looking to help communities solve health problems. It is also possible that graduate students may be willing to assist you in finding facts and existing studies to guide you. (For a thorough list of academic institutions specializing in public health, see References p. 47.)

Data Sources
There are research organizations and data sources that are intended to be helpful and accessible to community groups. They can direct you to search engines and other sources for finding information relevant to your community’s health issues. The California Health Interview Survey (www.chis.ucla.edu) and the Urban Institute’s Health Policy Center (www.urban.org/content/PolicyCenters/HealthPolicy/Overview.htm) are good places to start.

➔ You can use Getting the Facts: Researching the Problem on p. 58 of the Worksheets to guide your work.

➔ Information on Getting the Facts can be found on p. 48 in References.
A single individual or organization can take action, but the likelihood of success is far greater if a coalition of groups and individuals join in the work.

Organizing and Coalition Building

Organizing is working with individuals in the community to develop a broad-based understanding of what is wrong, what needs to be done, how to work together, and who else will be working for change, and also seeks to motivate people to join in the campaign. Coalition building is the work done to get groups to work together in a campaign. Organizing and coalition building are two sides of the same coin: getting broad-based support for improving health.

Organizing Goals

The purpose of organizing is to increase the number of individuals involved in and supporting the movement for change. You will want to educate and inspire people in the community and others concerned about health to join in and work for change. There is strength in numbers because your problem solving will be more relevant, you will increase the capacity of your community to solve its problems, and you will strengthen the community’s political clout to bring about change in the future.

Successful Coalition Components

As you start your work, try to include individuals and organizations that are widely recognized and respected, both within your community and by the larger public. Having a prominent person as a leader and strong organizations as members can make it easier for others to join the coalition. As you go forward with building a coalition, try to reach out to politically diverse groups to participate in a coordinated and structured effort. Remember that the broader the political representation, the more powerful the effect. It is much harder to dismiss an effort that is supported by a wide range of organizations, particularly if those organizations are often not on the same side. Most groups working for better health may be willing to be part of the community effort if you recognize that different organizations can help in different ways, ways that are consistent with their individual priorities and resources.
Your coalition should include organizations and individuals who have experience with health-related issues and with the community. The success of a coalition depends on many factors:

| > Everyone must have the same fundamental goal, a clearly defined and agreed-upon plan, and a united position and strategy. |
| > All parties need a clear understanding of how the coalition will function. |
| • Leadership must have the time, skills, experience, resources and coalition support to do the job. |
| • Each coalition member’s level of participation should be well defined. (Can an organization only sign on, send a letter of support, supply resources or can it participate fully?) |
| • Distribution of work should be undertaken according to each member organization’s strength, resources, capacity, organizing experience, research, use of media, negotiation skills or leadership. |
| • There must be a commitment to full, thorough and frequent communications. |
| • Assigned decision-making authority should be agreed to by all members. |
| • A defined style for the campaign (e.g., in-your-face, diplomatic, high media visibility) and the sharing of credit are part of the plan. |
| • Accountability of each group for its part of the whole effort should be in place. |

| > All members must commit to be in for the long haul and to support everyone else’s interests until the job is done. No selling out or side deals. |
| > The coalition members must present a united front, with designated speaker representatives who have defined decision-making authority. |
| > The coalition members should regularly assess their progress and impact. |
| > All successes will be celebrated and acknowledged by all members. |
Coalitions can be as formal as those with a letterhead and a separate office or as informal as an agreement to support a single goal. No matter how you work, you want supporters to sign on as sponsors of the effort. But if a coalition partner does not want to join fully in the work, a letter of support or testimony at a public hearing should be welcome. Coalition members need to be concerned about the organizational needs and capacity of all supporters, and not assume that every group can participate in the front line of the campaign.

**Tensions**
Changing the health system is difficult work and community coalitions must support a shared vision of what to do and how to do it. Your fact finding and analysis may lead you to think you know what is wrong and what needs to be done. But for effective coalition building, you may want to present the community members with the information and have them decide what they think are the problems and solutions. In this way, they are making key decisions and taking ownership of the campaign. It is a strategic decision that helps build a solid coalition. If there is no agreement on a solution or if community members or organizations can't agree on roles, leadership, control of resources or strategy, the work is much more difficult and less likely to succeed. Negotiating agreement on these issues may require patience and compromise.

**California Coalitions Pay Off**
In 1994, Consumers Union objected when a nonprofit health insurer changed into a for-profit business enterprise. It appeared that the assets of the nonprofit would be absorbed into the new business, resulting in a loss of charitable dollars that could be used to improve health in California. Despite the best efforts of Consumers Union, the government approved the change without addressing any of the group's concerns. In order to continue the struggle, Consumers Union reached out and helped form a coalition of more than 90 groups from throughout California representing seniors, children, consumers, minorities, and low-income and faith-based communities.

The broad-based, diverse membership of the coalition was a clear message that many people from many viewpoints thought something was wrong and that something needed to be done to protect the public interest. Working together, the coalition issued reports, filed a petition, contacted the media and elected officials, and presented evidence at hearings and meetings. Forming the coalition and advocating together for a solution made the public, the media and government decision makers pay attention. The coalition accomplished what the individual group could not. The government changed its ruling and required that the charitable dollars be held for improving health in California.
Red Flags

When the opposition to your efforts is strong and perhaps hostile, you need to maintain internal accord. Allies, partners, co-workers or supporters who become unhappy and break away from the agreed-upon plan may undercut your work. Warning signals should go up if

- coalition communications are not up-to-date.
- information is not fully shared and available.
- differences of opinion among coalition members are not resolved and set aside.

Remember

This is a campaign. Your audience is not just the legislature or courts or an agency, it also includes the media and the general public. If your campaign involves a large, diverse coalition of groups and individuals, the media (especially editorial boards) and the public will perceive that there is a broad consensus on the problem and the solution.

This is building your community. In addition to solving a specific health problem, advocacy campaigns are used to build the community’s capacity to work together for better health.

A strong coalition of groups and individuals makes the work easier, more exciting and more likely to succeed.

➤ You can use Building Support: Inviting Others to Join on p. 62 of the Worksheets to guide your work.

➤ Information on Building Support can be found on p. 49 in References.
Every advocacy campaign to improve health, whether it is a statewide or local effort, requires a plan to get from the problem to the solution and includes a road map of the steps to be taken along the way. A campaign can be any sustained work for better health. This can include a campaign for a hospital to provide appropriate cultural and linguistic health services or a campaign for universal health care. Big or small, health campaigns are important and their success depends on the following elements being spelled out in your plan:

1. A clearly defined problem
2. A clearly defined solution and interim goals
3. An assessment of resources
4. A clear strategy

**Definition of the Problem**

It is essential that the community affected by a perceived health issue define and agree on the problem they think needs to be fixed. For example, different people may have differing views on the nature of the asthma problem, with one concerned about the environmental pollutants causing asthma attacks and another concerned about inadequate care and lack of medications to prevent and mitigate attacks. Although both concerns are important, the differences must be resolved through community consensus to determine the exact problem the coalition wants solved, along with a united position of working together to reach that goal. Defining the problem is a way of bringing people together. It is also the way you can test whether or not you are going after the right solution. Having your problem clearly in focus helps you avoid being divided, stay on task and communicate to others exactly what must be fixed. In this case, the community might agree that the problem is too many children are suffering from asthma.
Definition of the Solution and Interim Goals

You must decide what solution will meet community needs for improved health with clearly defined short-term goals and final goals that will solve the problem. Using the example of asthma, the community might decide that the state needs to adopt laws to significantly decrease air pollution and that the county should provide comprehensive preventive and treatment services through asthma clinics. Targets for the definition of a “significant decrease” and for what constitutes “comprehensive” services are essential. Clear targets help define a bottom line so you can be sure that you continue the campaign until you achieve fundamental change, and so that you know when you get there.

Examples of short-term goals might be: to educate and organize community members; to form a coalition of community and other interested groups; to conduct surveys and research to document the problems; and, using the media and the Internet, to build support and create public pressure for change. These are measurable short-term goals that allow the coalition to see that it is moving forward toward the twin objectives of decreased pollution and creation of new clinics. Meeting these interim goals will demonstrate to the community and to the public that this campaign is serious about diminishing the impact asthma is having on the community. Planning should include specific timelines for reviewing interim goals so that the coalition will regularly assess its progress and make changes, if necessary, about how to go forward. Regular evaluation of how you are doing is a way to ensure that the coalition is working toward success.

Assessment of Resources

Part of the planning process is to assess the resources of the community and potential coalition members, particularly the ability to work together. Is there a history of working together or working separately? Can there be agreement on leadership? Are there enough people with enough skills and experience to succeed? In addition to leadership, you need people with the skills to do surveys and to gather facts and information that can be used to document the problems. Someone will need to be able to get people out for meetings, as well as for news conferences and other community events. You will need speakers who can represent the community or coalition. Is there a way to pay for supplies
Advocacy strategy starts with where the campaign will focus its efforts to change the rules; that is, which place where decisions are made will you choose to bring about change?

and out-of-pocket expenses, places to meet, and computers to use? Are there phones to call the media and to call the community for meetings? Is there someone who can manage e-mails and a Web site? If necessary, you can ask those who have these capabilities to join the campaign.

Most of the logistical needs can be provided by local churches, community organizations and individuals. But people’s time for the factual research and community surveys, for organizing and communicating, for drafting notices of meetings, etc., must be realistically assessed. The actual out-of-pocket dollar costs can be minimal, from zero to a few hundred dollars for telephones and copying. It is the “people time” that is needed most.

It is possible to find funds for advocacy campaigns. Individual donors may be willing to contribute to an effort to solve a community health problem. In some cases, special public fund-raising efforts can be initiated to pay for a campaign such as placing an initiative on the ballot. Foundations interested in systems change, civil society, environmental justice or other aspects of health policy work can be consulted about funding elements of an advocacy campaign or ongoing health advocacy work. Often coalition members, such as labor organizations, can contribute needed funds for a campaign.

Depending on the strategy you choose, you may need one or more individuals with special skills such as lawyers, experienced lobbyists, webmasters, fund-raisers, campaign managers or media experts. Usually, one or more of the coalition members who have worked as advocates will have staff with these special skills. The strategy you decide on will depend, in part, on the resources you can count on for your campaign.

What Strategy and Which Place Where Decisions Are Made Will You Use?

Advocacy strategy starts with where the campaign will focus its efforts to change the rules; that is, which place where decisions are made will you choose to bring about change?
Considerations in Choosing a Place Where Decisions Are Made

After you have gathered together the facts and your analysis and a working coalition is in place with the resources you need, the next step is deciding whether to create public pressure, meet with government officials or take another course of action. One thing to consider is how much time the entire process will take. Can you act within the time people (the community, the media and government officials) expect to see action? Can you expect a decision within the time frame you think is reasonable?

You need to think about other issues as well: Is the coalition more comfortable starting off by talking to the company or agency before creating public pressure? Is health at imminent risk requiring immediate strong action such as a public demonstration? Can you keep up with the work required to handle the follow-through steps, including presenting your facts and arguments at meetings and hearings in the capital, if legislation is introduced? Will the coalition take a backseat to lawyers if you go to court? Will the coalition be perceived as weak if you don’t go to court?

In choosing a place where decisions are made, remember that you can decide later to include an additional place where decisions are made to increase pressure, maintain momentum, continue media and public interest, and enhance your organizing and coalition building. Successful campaigns often involve coordinated work in more than one place where decisions are made at a time. But it is essential that the work in different places where decisions are made be well-planned and coordinated so that scarce resources are efficiently used, decision makers are held accountable, and the campaign presents a focused and forceful presence.

You can use Making a Plan: Developing Solutions on p. 65 of the Worksheets to guide your work.

Information on Making a Plan can be found on p. 50 in References.
Communicating Your Message—Informing the Public and Decision Makers

Your campaign will need to influence the public and decision makers. A just cause can be more powerful than mountains of money and all the political contacts in the world. The challenge is to craft a way to communicate your concerns and goals so that they are understood and believed, and move people to take the action you seek. There are four foundations for successful communications.

1. You must offer accurate facts and respected analysis.

2. You must present a broadly acknowledged value.

3. You must tell a simple and compelling story.

4. You must reach the right audience.

Using accurate facts and respected analysis is important for the credibility of your campaign. Your credibility will affect your ability to organize and build a coalition. It will also affect how you are viewed by the public, the media and decision makers. It will be harder to earn support if you exaggerate or omit essential facts.

A broadly acknowledged value is as direct as “lowering the number of fatal auto accidents” or “providing health care for everyone.” Everyone, of every viewpoint, will support an issue directly related to improving or maintaining health if it is clearly stated. There may be differences about whether the solution is feasible, affordable, adequate or fair, but your campaign will have the broadest possible support if the underlying cause is based on a broadly acknowledged value. Those who oppose your campaign will also be placed in the position of defending why they will not find a way to bring about better health.

Facts and values provide the foundation for telling a simple and compelling story. When you add in the real people and institutions that have been or may be harmed you complete the picture. Successful campaigns are built on and fueled by making a case that people can understand and relate to and want to see solved.

In reaching the right audience for your campaign, it is helpful to list the people who can improve the health issue you are focused on. Then decide what they each need to hear. Next, list the best means of having...
each audience hear the facts and the story that will move them to support your effort. Is your audience the public, opinion leaders, decision makers or potential allies? Do they need to understand the problem, or if there is general agreement on the problem, do they need to understand a solution, why the solution will work and who supports it? And then, what is the best communication strategy? Is it the media, print, electronic, Internet, or is the best method personal meetings, group forums or perhaps a demonstration?

Keep in mind that the communication goal is not a 60-second evening news story or a meeting with an important official. You want more; you want to drive public support and decision-maker action to move your community’s health agenda forward.

**Key to Success—First Establish the Problem**

Communication efforts should first concentrate on establishing that there is a problem—what it is and who is being affected—before trying to encourage a particular solution. In some cases, those who are on the front lines of health, such as providers or health policy experts, do not realize that not everyone sees the problems they are confronting every day. Until a clear and convincing demonstration of the problem has been established, the public, the media and decision makers will not give credence to, or may even be confused by, a discussion of how to solve the problem. That is why telling a simple and compelling story is important; it establishes the problem in peoples’ minds and motivates them to find a solution.

If public opinion leaders, allies, the media and decision makers know about the problem, including who is being affected and how they are being affected, you have communicated well. Try to ensure that each audience hears your message—first about the problem and then about the solution.

Building support means communicating with the public by talking to individuals, groups, opinion leaders and decision makers directly, as well as by using the media and...
Saving Food

A good example of effective communication was the fight to provide California consumers with fresh, wholesome produce at the lowest cost. California growers, agriculture co-ops and the state Department of Agriculture had sponsored the passage of statutes to keep prices for fruit high by making it illegal to sell more than the limits established each year, which were based on the size of the crop. One year, when a bumper crop of plums and other stone fruit was predicted, consumer, senior and child advocates foresaw that thousands of tons of fruit would be destroyed or left to rot because of state laws.

The activists gathered facts that showed that an enormous amount of fresh, edible fruit was going to be wasted in order to keep prices high. The groups also showed that an artificially limited supply of fruit would result in substantially higher prices. Informal surveys found that people on low or moderate incomes who wanted to buy fresh fruit for themselves and their children would not be able to do so.

Consumer, senior and child advocacy groups then linked up with a few growers and retailers who wanted to be able to sell all of the fruit grown. Working together, they drafted and introduced a bill that said, “Nothing in law can restrict the sale of fresh edible fruit.” This language captured a widely held value and told the story of the fight at the same time.

The four foundation stones of communication were in place:

1. The facts: Destroying good food would keep prices high and deny consumers the ability to buy and eat healthy fruit.
2. The accepted value: People should be able to buy healthful, affordable food.
3. The story: An informal coalition of farmers, retailers and consumers are working together for this common good.
4. The right audience: The coalition successfully communicated its message to the public, which put pressure on legislators to take action.

The next step is to present the campaign to people who can help achieve the result you want. The informal coalition of farmers, retailers and consumer groups used the media, community meetings, flyers, printed grocery bags and person-to-person contact to communicate the fruit problem. The agriculture industry and the California Department of Agriculture backed down and the destruction of healthy fruit was ended.
the Internet. Communication is reaching people with information to convince them to support your work for better health. The creation of tools such as fact sheets, background papers, question and answer handouts, and similar short documents is essential for communicating your issues. Developing these materials helps you decide how best to present the issues in different and effective ways. Once you have them, these materials can be used in all of your strategies for communication. They can be used for door-to-door canvassing of neighborhoods, distributed to the media, put up on a Web site or handed out to elected officials.

Talking with People

A good deal of organizing and coalition building is done by getting the message out person-to-person, through house and block meetings, through door-to-door canvassing, by passing out information in front of supermarkets and at flea markets, and other ways of reaching individuals. In some communities, church meetings, passing out or posting one-page flyers, talking to youth groups, or visiting senior centers are effective ways to reach people. One project to address domestic violence sent organizers to Laundromats to reach women in the community to find out their views, experiences and needs. It worked, and an effective program was developed.

There are many ways to reach out to educate and convince individuals that there is a problem they should care about. Think through who is likely to be affected by the problem and where you can meet and talk with them. You can build public awareness and personal involvement by talking to people as individuals. This kind of interaction allows you to learn what information helps people understand the issues and become convinced of the cause. You can learn what facts and arguments are important to people, which can help you develop ways to present your best case.
When you communicate with decision makers you want to be prepared with facts, information and analysis and have a coalition or other strong support with you.

Talking to Opinion Leaders and Decision Makers

Direct communication with opinion leaders and decision makers is a crucial means of building support for your position and getting people with the power to effect change to act on your behalf. An opinion leader can be a person respected and looked to for leadership by his or her community, such as the director of a local program, a local pastor, the president of the women’s committee or an elected official. These influential people can take a leadership role in a community effort to work for better health. An opinion leader can be asked to help right from the beginning and may even be the right person to lead or be the spokesperson for the coalition. Such a person can give more visibility and importance to your coalition and can help convince others to join.

You also want to communicate with the decision makers, people who can take the policy action you need for bettering your community’s health. You need to find out who will influence or make the decisions on your issues. They may be government staff, corporate executives, hospital directors or personnel, elected officials or potential funders. Once you find out who the key people are, arrange to reach them directly. When you communicate with decision makers you want to be prepared with facts, information and analysis and have a coalition or other strong support with you. Whether you arrange a lunch meeting, an office visit or a formal hearing, your presentation should be planned. You want to decide on:

> The purpose of the meeting
> The main points to discuss
> How to describe the problem clearly
> What papers or materials you will bring
> Who will lead your group during the meeting
> Who will speak, on what points and in what order
> What the group will ask for

When meeting with decision makers it is important to stick with the facts and not overstate the problem or use inflammatory rhetoric.
Assume that once the decision maker is convinced of the seriousness of the issue and your sincerity in wanting to bring better health to your community, he or she will want to help solve the problem. Strategic use of the media can help show opinion leaders and decision makers that you are working on an important issue that the public cares about.

**The Role of the Media**

Coalitions use the news media to inform the public about their campaign and to mobilize support. In most cases, news stories come about because of hard work to reach and educate reporters and editors. Getting free media, rather than buying an advertisement for your cause, enables you to reach a lot of people at once in a way that demonstrates that what you are working for is generally recognized as important. Elected officials, their staff, courts, government agency staff, leaders of nonprofit agencies and business leaders pay attention to the news and to editorial commentary. The media—print and broadcast—have a major impact on public understanding of issues.

**Will the Media Pay Attention?**

Media coverage is an essential ingredient for a successful health advocacy campaign. Here are some questions to ask in order to predict whether you will get the media coverage you will need:

- **Is this an interesting and important story showing verified evidence of serious problems that endanger individuals and community health?**

- **Are there credible spokespersons who can describe the problem and individuals who can talk about the impact on their health?**

- **Is the same problem continuing to happen? Has there been any news media coverage of the problem?**

- **Have there been similar health problems in other areas?**

- **How has the media covered other complaints about this issue?**

The answers to all of these questions will help assess how much media coverage you can expect.
Common Ways to Reach the Media

News Releases
A news release tells the story of what is wrong, who says so and what should be done. News releases are usually no more than two pages and are a good way to keep reporters and editors up-to-date on the progress of the campaign and important events.

News Conferences
At news conferences people supporting your position talk to reporters about the facts and analysis of the problem and the solution. The speakers have an opportunity to explain data, describe who is being hurt, and explain why the proposed solution will work. The purposes of the campaign can be laid out, members of the coalition can be introduced and reporters can ask questions. News conferences should be reserved for unusually significant events and complex subjects.

Reporters and Editors
It is important to call and meet with the people who decide if your campaign is newsworthy and how it will be covered. These personal conversations give you a chance to find out what journalists think about what you are doing. It also gives you a chance to find out what others are saying about your campaign.

Editorial Writers
You can try to get a newspaper or other media source to support your position publicly and urge the action you seek. Present your facts and reasoning either over the phone or in an editorial meeting.

Letter to the Editor
You can respond to any related event by writing a short letter to the editor of a newspaper with your comment or viewpoint. This can be a reminder to the public and all concerned about your position and your sustained involvement in activities related to the issue.

Opinion Piece
Newspapers and some radio and TV stations will carry a well thought out essay describing your issues. You need to contact the opinion editor to discuss what he or she is looking for, how long your piece can be and when it can be run.
The Role of the Internet

The Internet is an efficient and inexpensive way to reach the public, the media, and decision makers in government and corporations. Additionally, with a little extra effort, the Internet can be used for fund raising. The two main tools of Internet advocacy are e-mail and Web sites. You can use e-mail to educate and enlist new supporters to your campaign, to communicate with coalition members, and to communicate with other campaign members by personal mail, listservs, discussion forums and action alerts.

A Web site can be a powerful tool for communicating: your campaign goals, plans, and identity; information on how to get involved, contact and contribute to the campaign; how and when to contact decision makers; and when to show up at meetings, rallies, and hearings. A Web site provides the media and policymakers initial access to your campaign and a way to follow up and contact you directly for more information.

The Internet enhances and expands your campaign’s communications, which are essential to health policy advocacy. It is not, however, a substitute for the direct, personal contact needed to successfully organize, educate and persuade supporters, the media and decision makers. Remember not to overuse e-mail by inundating your supporters and the media with an outpouring of nonessential information. You also need to be aware that IRS rules for nonprofit advocacy activities apply to the use of the Internet. For more guidance see *E-Advocacy for Nonprofits: The Law of Lobbying and Election-Related Activity on the Net*, published by Alliance for Justice. (For more on the Role of the Internet, see p. 52 in References.)

To be successful, your campaign must use every available method to tell the story of how existing conditions are hurting people and how the situation can be improved.

➔ You can use *Communicating Your Message: Getting the Word Out* on p. 70 of the Worksheets to guide your work.

➔ Information on Communicating Your Message can be found on p. 51 in References.
Advocacy Principles—Guidelines for Success

Health policy advocacy builds on many skills you now have. Success requires creativity, hard work and perseverance. It can all be a bit easier if you keep this list of principles in front of you as you advocate for better health solutions.

| Basic Personal Principles | Factual accuracy  
|                          | Total honesty  
|                          | Responsible tone *(keep inflammatory rhetoric in check)*  
|                          | Respect confidences  
| Basic Work Principles | Work within a coalition  
|                        | Define the problem  
|                        | Have a plan with defined interim goals and final goals  
|                        | Include community building  
|                        | Be flexible about strategies  
|                        | Don’t humiliate opponent  
| Basic Campaign Principles | Frame the issue—tell a story  
|                        | Stay on the offensive  
|                        | Raise the stakes  
|                        | Stay on mission—don’t get sidetracked  
|                        | No party politics  
| Basic Sustaining Principles | Maintain perspective  
|                        | Have 3 to 5 key advisers  
|                        | Have a life  
|                        | Never think it’s over  
|                        | Never quit  

Advocating for Change | Understanding How to Impact Health Policy
Advocacy Places Where Decisions Are Made

Health policy decisions are made in many places by many individuals and institutions. They are made by elected and appointed officials who serve in local, state and federal governments. They are made by the courts and by people themselves through the ballot box. They are also made by private sector organizations such as health plans, hospitals and corporations. You must identify which decision maker can best address the problem you have identified.

**CHANGING THE LAW**

A primary means of bringing about change is to try to persuade the state or federal legislature, local city council or county board of supervisors either to pass a new law or to change existing laws. For example, in 2001, consumer groups in California sponsored a law that required reporting on the outcome of coronary arterial bypass graft surgery and other procedures done in the state by naming the hospital and surgeon for each procedure. The coalition was inspired by a similar rule in New York that had resulted in saving lives. The medical profession and others joined consumer groups, and the governor signed the bill in September of 2001. This new law will result in better quality health care and the better practice of medicine.

**Considerations**

Legislation must be carried by a politician trusted by the coalition to work in partnership to pass a new law that will really meet the community’s health needs and not someone’s political agenda. The elected official who agrees to carry your legislation must be a person with the credibility, time, energy and staff to actually get the bill passed and signed into law. The coalition members must be careful to avoid becoming viewed as working with one political party or the other.
## CHANGING THE LAW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+ Pluses</th>
<th>- Minuses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legislators and local legislative officials are elected and, at least</td>
<td>Drafting and passing legislation is a highly political process. Elected officials will weigh how their actions might help or hurt their standing with voters, campaign contributors and supporters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>theoretically, accountable to voters.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In smaller communities, elected officials may be very accessible to</td>
<td>The state legislature is in session for only part of the year. There are also deadlines for introducing bills and for proposed bills to make their way through the legislative process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>members of the public.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlike the courts, the legislature can look beyond the law and broadly</td>
<td>Legislative rules typically make it easier to stop proposed laws or ordinances than to pass them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>examine public policy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A law enacted by the state legislature can address a problem in</td>
<td>Elected officials like to please everyone, which makes it more difficult to pass controversial legislation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>communities statewide.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An ordinance adopted in one community can be a model for other</td>
<td>Sacramento (or Washington, D.C.) may be far enough from your community that it is difficult for community leaders and supporters to meet with legislators and attend hearings in the capital.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>communities. A new law enacted by the California Legislature can be</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a model for other states.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information on Changing the Law can be found on p. 53 in References.
In trying to get a government agency to solve or prevent a health problem, you are relying on that agency to be willing to support your coalition’s analysis of the problem and what needs to be done.

**WORKING WITH GOVERNMENT AGENCIES**

At the federal, state and local levels, there are government administrative agencies (departments, commissions, boards, etc.) that are responsible for various aspects of the health care system. The details of a public policy are often determined by the regulations issued by a health agency after a law has passed.

Federal, state, regional and local agencies have the power to adopt, amend or repeal rules governing health care, safety and the environment. They can also bring enforcement proceedings to stop actions that violate the law or agency rules and can even fine and revoke the licenses of violators. Agencies also have the power to investigate problems and advise the executive branch (president, governor or mayor) and the legislature regarding the need for new laws, programs and other governmental actions that would improve our health care system.

There are several ways to try to impact how an agency serves the health of your community. You may want to ask an elected representative to write or call an agency director and schedule a meeting, inviting the community coalition leaders to join, or the coalition may ask for a meeting directly. The coalition or an elected official may arrange a town hall meeting and invite the agency director to attend and participate. You may also encourage a reporter to investigate and write a story on the problem your community has identified. A more formal way to encourage change is to file an *administrative petition*.

The California Government Code gives any person the right to file an administrative petition to a state agency requesting the adoption, amendment or repeal of a rule. The U.S. Constitution also gives people the right to petition any government agency for the redress of grievances. Advocates have used these rights to bring about important reforms in California. For example, Consumers Union and 24 other community organizations successfully petitioned the Department of Corporations to adopt rules regarding the conversion of nonprofit health maintenance organizations into for-profit entities, thereby establishing procedures to protect the interests of the public. (See the sidebar on p. 12 for more on this coalition’s success story.)

**Considerations**

In trying to get a government agency to solve or prevent a health problem, you are relying on that agency to be willing to support your coalition’s analysis of the problem and what needs to be done. In some
cases, the community members may view the agency itself as “the problem.” Nonetheless, it is almost always a good idea to get your information and analysis, gather your support, and talk to the decision makers in the agency. If you are not successful, you can then make the point that, “We tried to work with the agency, but they refused to protect our community’s health needs. That is why we have come to the city council for action.”

**WORKING WITH GOVERNMENT AGENCIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+ Pluses</th>
<th>- Minuses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Since agencies typically have broad authority to act “in the public interest,” they can address actions that are harmful but not necessarily illegal.</td>
<td>Since agency heads are appointed by the executive branch and subject to oversight by the legislature, they are still subject to political pressure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You can request agency action at any time, request immediate action in emergency situations, and address problems on a statewide basis.</td>
<td>In some instances, the legislative branch may have expressly limited an agency’s power over a specific practice or type of entity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agencies can act relatively quickly (months, rather than the years sometimes required for a lawsuit or legislation).</td>
<td>Because of their backgrounds and experience, agency heads and staff members may be sympathetic with the industry or profession they are responsible for regulating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depending on the issue, going directly to the decision maker may be less political than the legislative or legal process. (In most cases, friendly legislators can still help your cause before the agency by voicing their support.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filing an administrative petition is a formal action that is taken seriously by agency officials and the media.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community leaders do not have to be represented by lawyers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information on Working with Government Agencies can be found on pp. 42 and 53 in References.
Health policy change can take place in hospitals or health plans as well as in regulatory or accreditation bodies or professional organizations. Health care institutions set policies and practices in response to laws and regulations, but also independently. These policies can determine how health care institutions operate, and can include, for example, the quality and level of services provided or who has access to such services. Health policy change can take place in hospitals or health plans as well as in regulatory or accreditation bodies or professional organizations. Health care institutions can be part of the government (e.g., a county Department of Health Services) or they can be in the private sector. Private sector health care institutions can be nonprofit organizations—including providers (e.g., Kaiser), medical associations (e.g., California Medical Association), or regulatory bodies (e.g., Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations)—or for-profit enterprises, such as a health plan or pharmacy.

A health care institution’s goal is to improve health, primarily by providing services to consumers. It may also seek to profit or serve a social or religious mission. If it is not serving the community, your job as an advocate is to show that it is not doing its job and how it could improve. Health care institutions are places where you can advocate for decision makers to directly implement better health solutions.

Whether the decision maker is responsible for a government health care provider or a private health institution, you need to take the same steps to make change happen. With facts, support, planning and communication, these institutions can be persuaded to change their systems and improve your community’s health care. Because health care institutions can be either governmental bodies or private companies, be sure to read Working with Government Agencies and Working with Private Companies in this chapter when planning your campaign.

Considerations

Decision makers for health care institutions can be held accountable if they are not providing or improving health care consistent with their goal and mission. Some will welcome community involvement in identifying problems and working toward solutions. Others may be unhappy about being called to task for falling short. From their perspective inside the institution they may feel that they are doing all they can with the resources they have or without making less profit. It is important to recognize the decision makers’ concerns, but advocates must represent the community’s perspective on the quality or degree of services being provided when advocating for change.
For example, community health care advocates in Oregon prepared a report on the bill-collection practices of a local hospital, which included home foreclosure. Their report then compared the harassment of patients who were too poor to pay their bills with the hospital's claims of providing free and uncompensated care to the community. When the hospital's decision makers were shown a copy of the report they agreed to change their policies, to provide real free and uncompensated care, and to cease harassing those too poor to pay for needed services.

Agreeing on and describing the health care problem, explaining how it is affecting community members, and then comparing the problem to the goal and mission of a health care institution can be an effective strategy for a campaign.

**WORKING WITH HEALTH CARE INSTITUTIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+ Pluses</th>
<th>- Minuses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health care institutions’ stated goal of providing quality health services for a community provides a lever to encourage policy change to better those services.</td>
<td>Decision makers can be very defensive and closed minded when told that their institution is failing to meet the community’s needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documenting problems threatens to damage a health care institution’s reputation, which can impel its decision makers to work with the community to reach solutions.</td>
<td>Community members may not be affected by the same problems or they may be reluctant to challenge their local health care institution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Many health care institutions want to maintain good community relations and are open to at least discussing problems experienced by community members.</td>
<td>Raising a serious problem may cause outside critics to suggest shutting down a facility rather than working to solve the problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working with decision makers in health care institutions can lead to more open and continuing discussions and better community health in the future.</td>
<td>Many local providers are part of a larger state or national chain, which may make them harder to influence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving practices in one health care institution can lead other institutions to change.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Working with private businesses to bring about change in their policies may involve meeting one-on-one with executives or departments to help solve a particular problem.

Private businesses have an enormous stake in improving the delivery of health care in California. Many businesses either provide or would like to provide health insurance coverage for employees and their families. Other businesses, such as pharmaceutical manufacturers, managed care companies, hospitals and nursing home chains, provide the products and services that make up our health care system. How they go about doing business is influenced by each company’s private policy decisions.

Working with private businesses to bring about change in their policies may involve meeting one-on-one with executives or departments to help solve a particular problem (for example, making certain prescription drugs available at no charge to pediatricians in low-income neighborhoods). It may also involve urging businesses to be part of a larger alliance to reform the system itself through new laws, rules, structural changes or incentives.

The Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) worked with McDonald’s to reduce the use of antibiotics to enhance the growth of beef and chicken. After lengthy discussions and negotiations, McDonald’s entered into an agreement with EDF to not purchase chicken or beef produced with growth enhancing antibiotics. That decision has meant the farmers have had to change how they raise animals if they want to sell to McDonald’s. By working with business, EDF brought about a policy change that could benefit the health of millions of people.

Considerations

Working with business will almost always result in less than what the community thinks is the best way to solve its health problem. Keep in mind that a solution proposed by a company may not be ideal from the community point of view, but it must be at least a good part of what is needed to improve or maintain health or the coalition will challenge the company to do better. Some groups and individuals may still be uncomfortable working with corporations they view as “the bad guy,” and they may criticize the coalition. But with sufficient outside pressure, including pressure from critics of the coalition’s efforts, private companies can be convinced that it is in their business interest to change their policies.
# WORKING WITH PRIVATE COMPANIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+ Pluses</th>
<th>- Minuses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Since its public image is a very valuable asset, a business may be</td>
<td>Every business is a for-profit entity. Typically, businesses will</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>especially willing to help address a specific problem if it enhances</td>
<td>oppose proposals that might harm their economic interests, support proposals that further</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>its image among consumers, shareholders, employees, government</td>
<td>their economic interests, and be indifferent to proposals that do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>officials and/or the media.</td>
<td>not affect those interests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large corporations have considerable resources that could be</td>
<td>Businesses will want public credit for working with community groups,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enormously helpful in bringing about change (money of course, but also</td>
<td>sometimes even when they are doing little or nothing to address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>media and public relations resources, lobbying and governmental affairs</td>
<td>community concerns. (Simply meeting with community groups, for instance,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>staffs, and high level contacts with other large businesses, foundations</td>
<td>could be inflated by a corporate public relations department into</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and government).</td>
<td>“working closely with [your organization] to attack [your problem] in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[your neighborhood].”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support from businesses (both large corporations and small companies)</td>
<td>Many businesses have little or no experience working with community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>may increase the credibility of your proposal and lead to wider</td>
<td>groups and may initially be hostile, suspicious or slow to understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>political support.</td>
<td>how their interests overlap with those of the community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change by a large corporation can have an effect on its many suppliers</td>
<td>Getting one corporation to change can set standards for others to meet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by forcing them to provide better products.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

→ Information on Working with Private Companies can be found on p. 53 in References.
Health care and consumer activists have used the initiative process to pass measures that have been blocked in the regular legislative process. For example, health advocates in California successfully passed a tobacco tax proposal that repeatedly failed in the state legislature.

Like any proposed law, an initiative measure needs to be carefully drafted to achieve the result you are seeking and, if possible, avoid problems for opponents to attack. In most cases, sponsors of an initiative need to collect a minimum number of signatures to have the proposal put on the ballot, and at least 51 percent of the voters who show up to the polls must vote “Yes” for it to pass.

Considerations

Passing a ballot measure requires significant time and energy. For the last six weeks of a campaign it’s a flat-out effort that can feel overwhelming, as well as exhilarating. Working on an initiative is a very public process where everything and every group are subject to scrutiny by the media and the public. The leadership and the members of the coalition must be prepared to have their actions subject to intense public review.
USING THE BALLOT BOX

+ Pluses

- Minuses

The initiative process can circumvent the regular legislative process and tap into public outrage about a problem.

Huge amounts of time and money can be expended to qualify and pass an initiative.

Some initiatives (typically on social issues) do not draw any opposition or require a huge expenditure of money.

Often voters are not sympathetic to complicated measures, spending additional tax dollars or passing new laws.

If passed, an initiative can have lasting impact (e.g., Proposition 13 on property taxes, Proposition 98 on school funding, Proposition 103 on insurance regulation).

If a proposal could harm a major economic interest, expect strong, well-financed opposition.

Information on Using the Ballot Box can be found on p. 54 in References.

USING THE COURTS

One method of bringing about change is to file a lawsuit. When legislative and administrative actions were blocked by the powerful tobacco industry, lawsuits finally helped to bring about important reforms.

In a lawsuit, the plaintiff must do more than simply argue that what the defendant is doing is wrong or harmful. A lawsuit contends that the defendant is violating constitutional, statutory or common law.

Typically, lawsuits are brought either to stop actions that violate existing law(s) or to require actions that are mandated by existing law(s). On occasion, when an appellate court interprets existing law in a new way, a lawsuit can result in changing how the law is applied.

Considerations

Keep in mind that there are situations when community members may feel that taking the matter to court is necessary to show that the community is strong and forcefully pursuing its rights. There are also situations when the decision maker may agree, but because of political considerations wants the courts to force her or him to take the right
When a government agency or private corporation is sued, it generally feels that it has been attacked. Litigation can cause the people you want to make decisions to become angry and refuse to talk to you. It is wise to try other approaches before going to court.

### USING THE COURTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+ Pluses</th>
<th>- Minuses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A lawsuit can be filed on any business day of the year.</td>
<td>It is difficult for courts to address matters of pure policy—for example, finding the best way to solve a health problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaintiffs can ask for emergency orders or injunctions to prevent “irreparable harm.”</td>
<td>Unless sufficient funding is available, going to court requires a lawyer who is willing to work pro bono or for a contingent or reduced fee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courts may be less overtly political than other venues. (However, depending on the state, judges may be elected or appointed by elected officials.)</td>
<td>Once a suit is filed, the focus tends to shift to the court and the lawyers, making it harder for members of the community to be involved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A lawsuit can result in an important legal precedent that leads to reforms in other areas.</td>
<td>A well-funded defendant can use tactics that drive up costs in an effort to exhaust a plaintiff’s funds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In some types of cases, there is the potential for recovering attorney’s fees and litigation costs.</td>
<td>Lawsuits can take quite a long time—sometimes years—especially if appeals are involved.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

> Information on Using the Courts can be found on p. 54 in References.
In some cases it may be necessary to take direct group action to focus public attention on an issue. For example, if filing a lawsuit, going to the legislature or filing an administrative petition is not feasible, you might explore whether a respected local institution (e.g., League of Women Voters, PTA, newspaper, community clinic, church or union) would sponsor a public hearing on the issue. Ideally, the sponsoring institution would work closely with community leaders to schedule the hearing; invite speakers, elected officials, policymakers and the media; plan the agenda; and actually convene and chair the hearings.

**Considerations**

The success of taking direct group action will often be judged by the number of people who turn out, the importance of the participants and the general seriousness of the event. You are asking the media and the public to pay attention to your event, so a good deal of planning and organizing is essential to present your best possible case. Some may assume that you are holding your own event because you have no other support. You will need to focus on the fact that you are not relying on others and have the strength and creativity to bring your community’s health issues in front of the public and decision makers.

### DIRECT GROUP ACTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+ Pluses</th>
<th>- Minuses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community leaders will have input into many aspects of the event, including subject matter, how issues will be presented and who will be invited.</td>
<td>Scheduling a hearing and inviting people to attend is easy. Actually getting them to prepare, attend and participate in a manner that will result in an effective event requires extensive one-on-one effort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A carefully planned and well-orchestrated event can educate government officials, local politicians, reporters and the wider public about your particular problem.</td>
<td>Direct group action is not an end in itself but sets the stage for other actions to bring about change, including legislation, litigation, petitioning administrative agencies and working with private businesses.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DIRECT GROUP ACTION cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+ Pluses</th>
<th>- Minuses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public officials can be called on for their views. They may be given the opportunity to tell those attending the hearing or other event what action (if any) they plan to take to address the problem.</td>
<td>The logistics can be daunting: Community leaders and the sponsoring institution will have to decide where and when to hold the hearing or other event; whether the facility can safely accommodate the number of people expected; what the tone should be; who should be invited to attend and speak; who should chair the event; how the event should be opened; who should speak, in what order and for how long; how to control speakers who try to dominate or divert the hearing or other event.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizing a public event can utilize community resources and build the community’s capacity to advocate for its health needs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information on Direct Group Action can be found under Health Care Advocacy on p. 45 in References.

No matter where you decide is the best place to advocate or which decision maker you decide is the best to help solve the problem you have identified, you will need to take certain follow-up steps to fully implement your strategy.

You can use the Worksheets starting with After You Take Action on p. 76 to help organize your work and carry out your campaign successfully.
The Health Advocacy Process

**STEPS TO MAKE CHANGE HAPPEN**

*Getting the Facts*—Research and Data Collection

*Building Support*—Organizing and Coalition Building

*Making a Plan*—Develop Goals and Strategies

*Communicating Your Message*—Informing the Public and Decision Makers

**IMPLEMENT YOUR PLAN**

**Advocacy Places Where Decisions Are Made**
- Changing the Law
- Working with Government Agencies
- Working with Health Care Institutions
- Working with Private Companies
  - Using the Ballot Box
  - Using the Courts
  - Taking Direct Group Action

**Advocacy Process to Impact Decision Makers**
- Define Problem
- Collect Information
- Inform Media
- Organize Support
- Talk to Decision Makers

**OUTCOME**

**Action Granted**
- Celebrate
- Follow Up
- Media
- Implementation
- Monitor
- Protect Win

**Action Denied**
- Follow Up
- Coalition Planning & Decision Making
- Media
- Public Education
- Monitor
- Evaluate Next Course of Action
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ADVOCACY STEPS TO MAKE CHANGE HAPPEN

Getting the Facts
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www.chis.ucla.edu
*CHIS is an important source of information on health and access to health care services. Its telephone survey of adults, adolescents and children from all parts of the state is conducted every two years.*

Data Center: Impact Research for Social Justice
www.datacenter.org

E-The People
www.e-thepeople.com


Health DATA Program
UCLA Center for Health Policy Research
www.healthpolicy.ucla.edu/HealthData/index.html
*A major public service program of the UCLA Center for Health Policy Research, their goal is to build the capacity of advocates, organizations and coalitions to use health research data to address public health policy issues important to the communities they serve.*
The Health Policy Guide
www.healthpolicyguide.org
Provides evidence-based, peer-reviewed policy guidance and resources to support advocacy and decision making at the state and local levels.


US Blue Pages
www.usbluepages.gov
“You online guide to the U.S. Government.”

Building Support

Activist Center for Training In Organizing and Networking
www.actionpa.org


Center for Community Change
www.communitychange.org

Center for Third World Organizing
www.ctwo.org

Community Building Tools
Community Toolbox, University of Kansas
http://ctb.ku.edu/tools

Making a Plan

*Guide for advocates of health care consumer rights, including definitions, resources and hints for efficiency.*

*Published in Adobe with information to help individuals and organizations participate in and engage communities in outreach and education activities. Includes resources such as worksheets and a Plan for Action for advocates.*


*Action alerts and health care advocacy tips.*


Communicating Your Message

Berkeley Media Studies Group
www.bmsg.org

Connecticut Health Policy Project
www.cthealthpolicy.org/toolbox

Frameworks Institute
www.frameworks institute.org


Public Media Center
www.publicmediacenter.org


Using the Internet

Benton Foundation
950 18th Street N.W., Washington, D.C., 20006
(202) 638-5770, Fax (202) 638-5771
benton@benton.org, www.benton.org


Net Action
601 Van Ness Avenue, #631, San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 775-8674, Fax (415) 673-3813
audrie@netaction.org, www.netaction.org
ADVOCACY PLACES WHERE DECISIONS ARE MADE

Changing the Law


Working with Government Agencies

www.consumersunion.org/other/g-action1.htm.
A guide for health care advocates to work successfully with government sources.

Working with Private Companies

Corporate Accountability Project
www.corporations.org/research.html

Couey, Anna. Hands-On Corporate Research Guide. CorpWatch.
www.corpwatch.org/research/PRD.jsp?articleid=945.

Endgame Research Services
A Project of the Public Information Network
www.endgame.org

Environmental Defense Fund
Alliance For Environmental Innovation
www.environmentaldefense.org
Provides concrete examples of partnering with businesses and sample forms for working with businesses.
Using the Ballot Box

Ballot Initiative Strategy Center
1025 Connecticut Ave. N.W., Suite 205, Washington, D.C., 20036
(202) 223-2374, Fax (202) 289-1530
www.ballot.org

California Secretary of State
Initiative Update
www.ss.ca.gov/elections/elections_initiatives.htm

Initiative & Referendum Institute
1825 I Street N.W., Suite 400, Washington, D.C., 20006
(202) 429-5539, Fax (202) 986-3001
infor@iandro institute.org, www.iandro institute.org

Northern California Grantmakers.
www.ncg.org/assets/NCGpubliccharityguide.pdf.

Shultz, Jim. The Initiative Cookbook: Recipes and Stories from California’s Ballot Wars. The Democracy Center/Advocacy Institute West, 1996.

Using the Courts

American Bar Association
www.abanet.org/legalservices
Consumer’s guide to legal help on the Internet.
The Worksheets outline tasks that will help to organize your research, writing, decision making and actions. Your answers will provide a convenient summary of your findings and strategy, and will form the basis for your plan.
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1. Getting the Facts

1a. Researching the Problem

1. The following people are being hurt by the current situation:
   
   a. 
   
   Because

   b. 
   
   Because

   c. 
   
   Because

2. The people listed in No. 1 are able/unable to protect themselves because:

   ...............................................................

   ...............................................................

   ...............................................................

3. This is a serious problem because:

   ...............................................................

   ...............................................................

   ...............................................................

   .............................................................
4. The following people and organizations are benefiting from the current situation:

a. 

*Because*


b. 

*Because*


c. 

*Because*


5. How widespread is the problem?


6. If left unattended, the problem is likely to get worse/stay the same/get better because:


7. What has been done elsewhere to solve the problem?


1b. Research Findings

Note: Using credible sources (including information from community organizations as well as individuals, books, the Internet, government documents, databases and academic sources) is essential when getting the facts. Proper referencing is also important to build the case for why action should be taken.

Key facts about the problem:

a.

Reference source

b.

Reference source
1. Getting the Facts

c.

d.

Reference source

Reference source
2. Building Support: Inviting Others to Join

1. The following people/groups are likely to be interested in supporting your advocacy efforts:

   a. 
   
   Because

   b. 
   
   Because

   c. 
   
   Because

   d. 
   
   Because

   e. 
   
   Because
2. Building Support: Inviting Others to Join

2. The person(s) who will be responsible for contacting the above and asking for their support is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date Will Contact By</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. What do people/groups think about the problem as you describe it?

| a.   |                      |
| b.   |                      |
| c.   |                      |
| d.   |                      |
| e.   |                      |
2. Building Support: Inviting Others to Join

4. What do they think should be done?
   a. 
   b. 
   c. 
   d. 
   e. 

5. Will they join in your efforts?
   a. 
   b. 
   c. 
   d. 
   e.
3. Making a Plan: Developing Solutions

1. What is the issue/problem?

2. What do you want changed?

3. Who can fix it?

4. What are possible solutions?

The decision makers could solve or alleviate the problem by:

a. Prohibiting people from:
   1. 
   2. 
   3. 
   4. 

b. Permitting people to:
   1. 
   2. 
   3. 
   4.
3. Making a Plan: Developing Solutions

c. Requiring people to:

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

d. Taking disciplinary action against:

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

e. Holding hearings on or open an investigation on:

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

f. Performing the following services:

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

g. Taking the following actions:

1. 
2. 
3. 
4.
5. What are your three most desirable solutions?
   
   a. 
   
   b. 
   
   c. 

6. Who else agrees with you or supports you?

7. Who opposes you?

8. What is the plan? Clearly state:
   
   a. *Interim goals to achieve your policy solution*
3. Making a Plan: Developing Solutions

b. Tasks and timeline to accomplish interim goals

c. Partners you will work with in coalition

d. Available resources, including:
   1. funds
   2. personnel
3. Making a Plan: Developing Solutions

3. office space and support
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4a. Reaching Your Audience

1. You need to reach the following people because they are affected by the problem and need to be aware of the issues and what can be done:

   a.
   b.
   c.
   d.
   e.
   f.
   g.

2. Who are the decision makers who need to take the action you want?

   a.
   b.
   c.
   d.

3. You also need to reach the following audiences/people because they are likely to be influential in persuading decision makers:

   a.
   b.
   c.
   d.
   e.
4. Communicating Your Message: Getting the Word Out

4. In this case, a broadly accepted value that will persuade this audience to take the action you recommend is:

5. What facts should be emphasized to your audience?

6. What is a simple and compelling story that can describe your broadly accepted value and the facts you have identified?
4b. Using the Media to Reach Your Audience

1. The media that will reach your audience are (identify the target audience for each media contact):

   a. Newspapers (daily, weekly, student, foreign language, neighborhood, etc.):

      1. 
      2. 
      3. 
      4. 
      5. 
      6. 
      7. 
      8. 
      9. 
      10. 

   b. Radio stations (network, local, foreign language, university, public, etc.):

      1. 
      2. 
      3. 
      4. 
      5. 
      6. 
      7. 
      8. 
      9. 
      10.
4. Communicating Your Message: Getting the Word Out

c. Television stations (network, local, cable, foreign language, public, etc.):

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

d. Magazines (weekly, monthly, specialty):

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 
4. Communicating Your Message: Getting the Word Out

e. Wire services:
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

f. Other (community organizations and church newsletters):
1. 
2. 
3. 

2. Rank the previous media outlets in order of importance/effectiveness in reaching your audience.

☐ Newspapers
☐ Radio stations
☐ Television stations
☐ Magazines
☐ Wire services
☐ 
☐ 
☐ 
☐ 

3. Your media contact person will be:
4. Communicating Your Message: Getting the Word Out

4. The story/case/study/problem(s) you will emphasize when communicating with the media is (are):
   a. 
   b. 
   c. 

5. To explain the issue to reporters you will use (check one or more):
   - News release
   - News conference
   - Other

6. You will issue your news release/hold your news conference
   on
   at 
   at a.m./p.m.

Note: The information collected on your worksheet is the basis of your news release or press conference. Keep the worksheet before you as you plan. Periodically review the worksheet to ensure that you have not forgotten anything.
5. After You Take Action

1. The person responsible for keeping in touch with individuals in the place where decisions are made is:

2. You will also monitor the decision maker’s action by:

3. The person who is responsible for keeping your coalition and supporters up-to-date on the progress of your action is:

4. The person who is responsible for keeping the media up-to-date is:
6. If Your Issue Is Scheduled for a Meeting or Hearing

6a. Find Out What Format the Meeting or Hearing Will Take

1. The arrangements are satisfactory/unsatisfactory because:


2. If the arrangements are unsatisfactory, the actions you should take are:
   a. 
   b. 
   c. 
   d. 

6b. Prepare for Your Meeting or Hearing

1. In preparing your presentation you should:
   a. Bolster the following points:
      1. 
      2. 
      3. 
      4. 
      5. 
      6. 
6. If Your Issue Is Scheduled for a Meeting or Hearing

b. Present the following changes in the facts, law or government policy since your last public statements:

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

c. Respond to opposing arguments as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opposing argument</th>
<th>Your response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opposing argument</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opposing argument</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opposing argument</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The information collected on your worksheet is the basis of your presentation.
6. If Your Issue Is Scheduled for a Meeting or Hearing

2. At the presentation, advocates on your side will be:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advocates</th>
<th>Presenting on</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Your media contact person will be:


4. The person responsible for taking notes and obtaining copies of the meeting or hearing testimony is:


6c. Marshal Support

1. You will ask the following people/groups to support your effort by testifying at or attending the meeting or hearing, or by sending a letter of support:

   a. 
   b. 
   c. 
   d. 
   e. 
   f. 
   g. 
   h. 

2. The person(s) responsible for contacting the above people/groups is (are):
6d. Post Meeting or Hearing Comments

1. The arguments raised in opposition are:
   
   a. 
   b. 
   c. 
   d. 

2. They are defective because:
   
   a. 
   b. 
   c.
6. If Your Issue Is Scheduled for a Meeting or Hearing

d.

3. Recent developments adding to your case are:
   a. 
   b. 
   c. 
   d. 

4. Items you promised to supply the decision maker are:
   a. 
   b. 
   c. 
   d.
7. If Your Solution is Adopted

1. List the actions that must be taken before the decision becomes effective:
   a. 
   b. 
   c. 
   d. 
   e. 

2. You will issue a news release/hold a news conference
   on 
   at a.m./p.m.

3. This decision will solve/alleviate the original problem by:

4. To solve the entire problem, you should:

5. You will express appreciation by:
8. If Your Solution Is Denied

You should/should not try again in your chosen place where decisions are made because: